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#1 BESTSELLER in TWO categories! This large printing word search book has also been highlighted as a #1
Hot New Release in the Word Search Games and Phrase Games book categories. Add 50 fun designs and
you will also increase your vocabulary and maybe even improve your memory. Volumes 1 and 2 of this series
possess both been #1 Amazon Sizzling hot New Releases. Purchase both books now for double the fun! Not
merely will you get bragging privileges but puzzles races also may help keep the human brain young. Warm-up
with the easy puzzles and then move on to more challenging brain teasers all night of entertainment. Huge
font easy-to-read themed word search puzzles Whether you're a beginner or a term search wizard you will
enjoy hours of entertainment with these full sized phrase search puzzles that you could easily read. You
may never need to squint or stress your eyes! This giant print book is on top quality paper and makes an
ideal gift. The super-sized phrase searches include: Extra-large easy-to-read puzzles Extra-huge easy-to-
read term lists in giant fonts Jumbo full web page puzzles Two pages per puzzle Full page word list Full
page solutions 24 fascinating words to find in each puzzle! You could be confused about how to locate the
hidden words or the brand new words, pets and locations we've included but you will never have to worry
about British or American spelling! Sharpen your brain now with these super fun brainteasers Keep your

mind young… Term puzzles aren't simply entertaining, they're a successful way to challenge the human brain
(think of it as human brain fitness), improve concentration and pattern recognition abilities. Find the word,
circle it and problem your brain power when you enlarge your vocabulary! This book contains stimulating
word seek puzzles on themes, such as for example: dogs, styles, cuisine, Paris, capital cities, baseball, herbs,
hats, bouquets, television, geography, soccer, designs, history and far, much more. Check out this super-
sized large printing reserve with fun and exciting themes that will give you many happy hours of
entertainment. Double the fun Puzzles are twice as much fun with a friend. Purchase two copies of the
book and problem your friend to become the fastest to finish! At last! Right now, who doesn't want even
more of that? P.S. These term search puzzles were created with both American English and British English
puzzlers at heart. 50 Fun Themed Puzzles to Boost Your Brain Power Travel to exotic places, learn fresh
words and increase your brain power from the ease and comfort of your armchair with 50 stimulating
themed term search puzzles.
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Great for people that have eyesight problems! We purchased these for two elderly family associates who've
eye sight problems. Bought this for my parents who are in their 80's and the larger print helps it be easier
to allow them to do the term searches. They love how large the print is and they both think it is easy and
enjoyable to complete these word searches! This is a straightforward word search book. it is for sure large
printing and well . The purchase price is great too! It just does take time and patience to solve all of them.
I've already bought another term search book and ensured it was just a little harder. I hate carrying out
word searches however they are considered the best type of puzzle for people who want to fend of
dementia. The large printing makes these doable for me personally. it is for certain large print and well liked
by friends who have trouble seeing Good. She can easily see it easily. He can easily see it and loves it Bought
for my elderly father in law. He can easily see it and loves it. Huge print ! Five Stars Mt elderly mom has
cataracts which was perfect time passing activity. Great gag gift For Mom Big print elderly phrase games
Mom Loves great. My 92 yr older grand ma enjoys it she doesn't née to wear her eyeglasses great book
Great value Bought as present for my child...he loves it!! The printing size in this reserve is huge! Good book,
especially if you are just starting out with phrase search puzzles... great. Great for sight challenged Got
this for my 91 year old mom who has limited sight in one eye due to macular degeneration. Works a little
GR 8 Brain food or simply plain fun ! Having an enjoyable experience in the garden with my lil 4 leged CLOSE

FRIENDS they seem to help me look for a word once in awhile love it thank-you Bought this for my
parents who have are in their 80's ... They both experienced nothing but great what to say about this!
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